War Factory: Transformation Book Two

Thorvald Spear, resurrected from his death over a hundred years earlier, continues to hunt
Penny Royal, the rogue AI and dangerous war criminal on the run from Polity forces. Beyond
the Graveyard, a lawless and deadly area in deep space, Spear follows the trail of several
enemy Prador, the crab-like alien species with a violent history of conflict with
humanity.Sverl, a Prador genetically modified by Penny Royal and slowly becoming human,
pursues Cvorn, a Prador harboring deep hatred for the Polity looking to use him and other
hybrids to reignite the dormant war with mankind.Blite, captain of a bounty hunting ship,
hands over two prisoners and valuable memplants from Penny Royal to the Brockle, a
dangerous forensics entity under strict confinement on a Polity spaceship that quickly takes a
keen interest in the corrupted AI and its unclear motives.Penny Royal meanwhile continues to
pull all the strings in the background, keeping the Polity at bay and seizing control of an attack
ship. It seeks Factory Station Room 101, a wartime manufacturing space station believed to be
destroyed. What does it want with the factory? And will Spear find the rogue AI before it gets
there?War Factory, the second book in the Transformation trilogy, is signature space opera
from Neal Asher: breakneck pacing, high-tech science, bizarre alien creatures, and gritty,
dangerous far-future worlds.Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera,
time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies,
vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula
award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors.
Fantastic Voyage: Live Long Enough to Live Forever, Quasar (1989-1994) #41, Dean and Me:
(A Love Story), Blue, Selected Letters (Oxford Worlds Classics), The Idea of a Human Rights
Museum (Human Rights & Social Justice Series), Deputy Dorkface; How Mannerland Got Its
Manners Back, The Yellow Wallpaper and Herland by Charlotte Perkins Gilman: Annotated
Edition (Unabridged Combination), The Makers, Book 2: May 2208 (A New Space Opera),
Hannah (Stepping Stone, paper),
War Factory has ratings and reviews. At the culmination of the first book in the trilogy two of
the characters whos lives were changed by Penny Royal.
Buy War Factory: Transformation Book Two by Neal Asher (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible. Buy War Factory: Transformation:
Book Two by Neal Asher from Amazon's Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge
range of new releases and.
Buy War Factory: Transformation Book Two by Neal Asher from Amazon's Fiction Books
Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic. Thorvald Spear's only
goal was to get his revenge on the rogue artificial intelligence, Penny Royal. The AI
apparently left him to die and killed. The Paperback of the War Factory (Transformation
Series #2) by Neal Asher at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!.
Neal Asher's War Factory is the second book in his Transformation trilogy. The events in War
Factory continue right after the first novel Dark Intelligence.
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